Thumball™ is a fun new game and media form used for education, entertainment, or promotion.
- Toss it. Catch it. React to the stimuli under your thumb (or any finger specified).
- The response is based on the type of Thumball™ and the player’s skill level.
- 18 designs in 4 or 6 inch diameters having 12 or 32 panels.
- Each panel has a word, graphic, photo, or logo relating to a specific subject printed on it.
- Thumball gets everybody talking and interacting with ease in a positive social way.
- Every age and any ability level can play. Thumball™ is safe and easy to throw & catch in any setting.
- Enjoyed in schools, homes, offices, therapy sessions, during presentations and for marketing.
- Perfect to take in the car, to a party, on vacation, at the game, during camp and for family reunions.
- No need to inflate, no parts to lose and no batteries to buy.
- The TLC has four types of Thumballs™.

Meet Your Goals & Objectives with Thumball™
It’s A Lesson Plan in the Palm of Your Hand!

For players to:

1. Expand vocabulary knowledge and usage through definitions, descriptions, word associations and categorizing.
2. Improve Pro-social behaviors through use of appropriate eye contact; turn taking, sharing and game play.
3. Increase emotional intelligence through use of polite forms, interest in positive characteristics of self and others and recognition of body language and facial expressions.
4. Engage in creative and innovative thought while utilizing Thumball in a variety of ways for multiple purposes.
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